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Olt N ComPare between:

1- BOD and COD
2- Aerobic decomposition and Anaerobic decomposition.

B/ Calculate BOD5 according to the following data:

( 2 Marks)

( 3 Marks)
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Q*-N A wastewatef treatment plant disposes of its effluent in a surface stream' ( 3 Marks)

tlharacteristics of the stream and effluent are shown below.

Pqrqrneters Wastewater Stream
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frr : 0.23d,ay-', K, = 0'3day-1 L':8'44 mg /liter;

(1) What will be ti.ii"orved oxvg"l "o'" '1:Y::::i:Y"'iil,1'
i;j ;rffi;iii ilI the rowest dissolved oxygen concentration as a result of the waste

discharge?
B/Define:TheEnvironment,TheBiodegration.

@ N Answer the following:

1- How to measure the total organic carbon?

2- What are the changes that may occur to the stream when

is discharged info a stream?

3- What ur. ih. sdurces of the water pollutants?"- .,-:= ..,, -'-:'{

B/ Sketch a flow sheet of the typical water treatment-PIy
. .;.' :

( 2 Marks)

( 3 Marks)

a high-energy organic material
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Good Luck,/s
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Why are the following wrong:

1- The dissolved oxygen of the stream will be reduces to a constant amount along the
river after the discharge point.

2- The pollution problem in the river is more complicated as a compare with the lake.
3- The pH of the water is a measure of hydroxyl ion concentration.
4- The flocculation must be accomplished at high mixing speed.
5- The Heat is source of the power and could not be classified as a pollutant to the

water environment.


